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Charming Cottage Kitchens You’ll Love 



ONE OF A 
KIND

THIS BRIGHT AND ECLECTIC KITCHEN SHINES 
WITH PERSONALIZED TOUCHES, MAKING IT 

FEEL CUSTOMIZED.

ABOUT THE PROJECT:
When the semi-retired homeowners of this 1920s 
Virginia house decided to renovate, they knew 
they wanted to brighten up their dark and drab 
kitchen in a unique and fun way that enhanced 
the classic and historic architecture and design. 
Increasing the functionality was another key 
goal. “Our clients wanted to have a kitchen that 
was reflective of their eclectic style and was 
functional,” Kieran Fannan, project architect at 
TriVistaUSA Design + Build, says. The yellow 
oven and paint brighten the space. “The overall 
aesthetic matched the traditional style of their 
100+ year old house and incorporated the bright 
colors that the client was drawn to,” Kieran says.

BIGGEST CHALLENGE:
Meeting deadlines proved to be the most difficult 
aspect of this project. “The clients wanted to 
have their renovation completed in time for their 
daughter’s wedding, while balancing issues with 
long lead times lingering from the pandemic (the 
yellow oven in particular),” Kieran says. “With 
a lot of hard work from our build team and 
subcontractors, we were able to get the project 
completed in time.”

EDITOR’S TAKEAWAY: 
The yellow oven is such an eye-catcher, perfectly 
contrasting against the muted blue cabinetry, 
and gives the space such a fun vibe. We also 
appreciated the unconventional and exciting 
teal and yellow palette in the adjoining breakfast 
nook – the yellow a perfect way to tie the two 
spaces together while also creating a distinctly 
new space with its own look and feel.

INTERESTED? Reach out to TriVistaUSA Design 
+ Build at: (703) 243-3171 or trivistausa.com.

• Other Credits: Bethany Lewis, design coordinator;  
   Denny Lewis, site supervisor; and Sara Meier,  
   project coordinator at TriVistaUSA Design + Build
• Photography by: Nova Soul Imagery
• Location: Arlington, VA  
• Project architect: Kieran Fannan
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